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Regarding: Senate

Message:
Stop your Political games! We are in
a Deadly World Wide Pandemic Crises
spread and all you Representative's
seated thought of was yourselves
while your constituents died and are
dying now. Do you really care? If you
care you would stop Blocking Voter
casting method choice for all voters! 
It's our right ght to cast our VOTE
for whom we want and not your to
question our integrity and
credibility is choosing our
candidates! You are going too far and
becoming Anti-Amercan's. You can stop
your redistricting, your Voter
suppression and you can stop taking
Foriegn Political funding, Corporate
funding, and put a stop to domestic
terrorism, and Join this sitting
President Joe Biden in his plan for
our Country's Recovery from this
World Wide Pandemic Crises, and place
Amercan's Citizen's first for a
change. It's hard for everyone
working Family in keeping a roof over
our heads, pay for basic essential's.
You should all be ashamed for
neglecting Amercan's Citizen's when
we most needed you all. We need
steady stimulus checks monthly till
we are all cleared from this
pandemic. People are mentally
stressed and some are even killing
their families and none family



Community members.
You should build Covid-19 Hospital's
to strictly treat Covid-19 patient's
and allow other Hospital's in our
community to serve and treat outside
patient and continueing surgeries!
Remember you all have not missed a
check because we the people are
paying your salary and providing you
with benefits you continuously deny
your constituents year after year.
Some of you have been sitting in your
position for 20-40 years and truly
think like Mini Dictator's! We the
people pick a lousy group who can't
come to terms and taking care of the
United States citizens especially
during a world crisis God forbid and
we go through another crises! I pray
that we make it through this one
because you all need to be removed once and for all.
Susie Levine Alfaro




